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 Another Federal election cycle has come and gone—and with it the unrealized 

dreams of too many Americans.  Conservative disappointment and shock is slowly 

turning into hopeless despair. Many conservatives act as if they have lost “their” 

country—but the sad reality, unrecognized by most conservatives, is that they never 

really had a country!  All they had was a mirage of a once-upon-a-time, constitutionally 

limited republic of sovereign states—the Jeffersonian republic they believed in died at 

Appomattox. 

 The conservative (Republican) establishment is already hard at work “re-

inventing” itself in order to make “conservative” ideas more appealing to blue state 

voters. Recently a Fox News “talking-head” announced that he has new light about so-

called illegal immigration and the top elected GOP leader in Congress declared that 

Obamacare is now the law of the land—according to our GOP politicians an election 

can settle matters of principle. We can expect to see the GOP slowly evolve from the 

GOP (Grand Old Party) into a new OLP (Obama Lite Party).  

This should come as no surprise for anyone who has studied the GOP’s 100 

years retreat from conservative principles. Just to remind everyone: When the GOP 

took control of Congress after FDR—instead of replacing FDR’s socialist schemes the 

GOP attempted to co-opt FDR’s big government schemes by increasing them; when 

Richard Nixon replaced Lyndon Johnson, instead of undoing Johnson’s liberal reverse 

discrimination, bussing, affirmative action policies—Nixon doubled down and made 
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them much worse than Johnson and the Democrats could ever have done. Recall what 

Nixon’s spokesperson told the NAACP when they were concerned about Nixon’s 

Southern Strategy: “Watch what we do—don’t listen to what we say;” in 1994 when 

Newt Gingrich and company took over the House, the Kennedy Twins warned everyone 

not to expect any fundamental change and in short order liberals were back in control. 

Long story short—national parties are only interested in gaining and maintaining control 

of the Federal Empire. They will do and say whatever it takes to win elections—they will 

sacrifice every freedom you have if that is what it takes for them to have their turn 

controlling the most powerful exploitative government in the world.  Winning elections 

and not defending liberty is paramount with both major political parties.   

 Once again, just like four years ago, take a look at the electoral map of these 

United States.  Who constitutes the minority? Jeffersonian conservatives are the 

minority—especially Southern conservatives. Who constitutes the majority? Liberals are 

the majority—especially Northern and left-cost liberal/socialists who reject limited 

government and adhere to the Marxist, redistributionist school of politics.  Who are the 

rulers of these United States? Look at the electoral map and answer the following 

question:  Who are the ruled—the vassals—the tax serfs whose duty it is to produce 

income for the benefit of the rulers, their financiers, and lackeys?  If Red State 

conservatives think things can be fundamentally changed by playing the ruling elite’s 

political game, then they deserve to be ruled by their more crafty betters in the Blue 

States. 

 For over two decades the Kennedy Twins have been proclaiming to Southerners 

in particular and Americans in general that if we want to be free we must take the 



initiative to free ourselves—we cannot rely upon the good will of those who do not share 

our basic belief in limited government, low taxes, rugged individualism, free markets, 

and Biblical morality. In The South Was Right! we called for a “radical reformation” of 

these United States, that is, a restoration of our constitutionally limited republic of 

republics; in Why Not Freedom? we presented a constitutional amendment to restore 

real state’s rights; in Was Jefferson Davis Right? we defended the right of secession as 

a basic American, constitutional, principle that forces the Federal government to respect 

the rights of “we the people”; in Reclaiming Liberty we demonstrated the need to create 

a liberty based society in which government (local, state, and federal) would be limited 

to no more than 10% of real GDP and again provided a constitutional amendment 

acknowledging real state’s rights that would allow “we the people” at the local level to 

control “our” government; in Nullifying Tyranny we demonstrated that Biblical morality 

can only be achieved via limited government controlled by “we the people” at the local 

level; and in Nullification: Why and How we described why nullification is the only way 

“we the people” at the local level can control the Federal government and described a 

unique, nontraditional political technique to force the passage of a constitutional 

amendment acknowledging the constitutional right of nullification and secession.  

In these and other books by the Kennedy Twins the idea that “we the people” at the 

local level have the right to control our government and not live in fear of the Federal 

government is advocated and promoted.   

 Yes, there is a solution to heavy-handed out of control big government. No, we 

are not necessarily condemned to remain firmly seated upon the “stool of eternal 

repentance”—constantly repenting for the sin of slavery, racism (as if Southerners were 



responsible for these things) and our belief in Biblical morality. We have the power to 

reject our assigned role as the Blue States whipping-boy. This election can be looked 

upon as a gift from God—His way of reminding us that resistance to tyranny is 

obedience to God. His way of telling the remnant of His people to “come out from 

among them and be ye separate” and “be ye not unequally yoke together with 

unbelievers.” There is a solution—a peaceful, nonviolent solution—a solution that calls 

for a unique nontraditional political effort—an end run or flanking maneuver that would 

make General Lee proud. As in all things political, it is not a question of can we do it, it 

is a question of will we do it?      

  

    


